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Certainly, pricing disputes are
limited in fixed price written contracts

weight price

per acre (hectare)
price

Per lots or entire
vineyard.
Engleberg v.
Sebastiani 279 P.
795.

Prices from a third
party source – such
as grape price
publication based
upon average
district price.

EXPERTS AND ARBITRATORS DO THEY
HAVE A ROLE IN SETTING OR
DETERMINING TERMS OR PRICES?
NO, IT IS A PROFIT VS RISK ANALYSIS
ONLY AT THE OUTSET, ITS ONLY WHEN
THERE IS A PROBLEM THAT THOSE
ASPECTS ARE INVOLVED IN FOR
EXAMPLE GRAPE CONTRACTS

Pricing disputes are more usual in
non price fixed contracts
Vague volume/pricing arrangements. [Barsotti v. Imperatrice, 275 P. 892 (1929) – what is a carload?]

Oral contracts are vague but there is still offer and acceptance. Hure Bros vs. Prime Agro International
Corp. 1997 WL 638848. Full verdict for grower.

Pricing depends upon conditions of grapes, farm, and timing and may require experts to solve because
the ordinary trier of fact may not understand the obligations or the custom and practice.
On the latter, custom and practice is only usable if the parties’ contract is silent and the parties can
reasonably rely upon their knowledge of custom and practice. Rasmussen v. Pacific Fruit Exchange 295
P. 538 (1931) In Leonhart v. California Wine Ass’n, (1907) grower’s lack of knowledge of processor’s
individual custom and practice did not devalue grower’s claim for money. 275 P. 892.

Experts

Types of Expertise

Areas of controversy which may need
expert help.

Vineyard quality
adherence to specified plan

General farming techniques

2/3rds verdict to grower where buyer
claimed bad grapes from poor “cultivation
practices’). Flavy David dba Berrenda Mesa
Vineyards v. Early California Industries &
Sierra Winery 1986 WL 794766.

Grape quality
How bad were the grapes used, in terms of
maturity, flavor profile, lacking in disease, brix

Time of picking (2/3rds verdict to
grower where grower claimed buyer
picked too late). Flavy David dba
Berrenda Mesa Vineyards v. Early
California Industries & Sierra Winery
1986 WL 794766.

type of picking

“mildewed and moulded and in bad
condition” and “mouldy, rotten and
leaky…very soft…’quite a few’ green
berries…poorest grade in the
county.” [Barsotti v. Imperatrice, 275
P. 892 (1929) is not good but of
course seller testified the opposite
and contract did not define.

Misrepresentation
Bill of lading
Not varietal
contracted
for

Not quality
contracted
for
Not quantity
contracted
for

Brix, acid, ph, etc

Methods of calculation can
vary by contract Bronco
Wine Company v. Frank A
Logoluso Farms 214 Cal
App. 3d 699 (1989)

Requires analysis at time
of harvest

MOG (materials other than grapes)

water

organic material
critters

Logistical issues
Allocation of responsibilities which cause buyer not to get grapes
buyer bargained for in the contract

Force majeure –
impossibility of
performance

Picking and trucking
responsibilities

FOB where? (freight on
board) Bare v. Richman &
Samuels, Inc. of New York
140 P. 2d 895. Oral fob
instruction valid.

2/3rds verdict to grower
where buyer claimed labor
strike caused delay in
picking). Flavy David dba
Berrenda Mesa Vineyards
v. Early California Industries
& Sierra Winery 1986 WL
794766.

Value: grape value or wine value?
Has Damage been suffered in
whole or in part? How does the
math show or not show the
damages

Did buyer/seller act reasonably?

Lost Profits

Benefit of the bargain

Did buyer/seller get a reasonable
price. Even if seller gets a small
price, that may be reasonable
Mitigation obligation – i.e. reselling or buying grapes to/from under the circumstances under
third parties
Engleberg v. Sebastiani 279 P. 795
(1929) (less than 10% of contract
price)

LITIGATION

Pros

Cons

• binding on parties and can get
injunctions
• procedures pre-established
• us court judgment procedures
• EU court judgment would likely be
given the powers of collection in the
US based upon

• expensive,
including use of
experts
• time consuming
• courts/juries not
used to this kind of
litigation
• enforcement
issues, foreign
litigation

 principals of comity,
 Presumption in favor of validity; conclusive effect of
foreign judgment
 Sources of the law—the common law Uniform Foreign
Money-Judgments Recognition Act The UEFJA “has been
enacted by a number of states. {fn omitted} The purpose
of the UEFJA is to give the holder of a foreign judgment
the same rights and remedies as holders of domestic
judgments, and to make foreign judgments just as easy
to enforce. [2] It implements the Full Faith and Credit
Clause of the Federal Constitution and facilitates the
interstate enforcement of judgments in any jurisdiction
where the judgment debtor is found.” 30 Am. Jur. 2d
Executions, Etc. § 778

Arbitration including local government
intervention, with agreement
Pros
• Quicker than litigation
• streamlined procedures
• non-legal folks may be involved as
arbitrator
• state could have been involved as
arbitrator
• can be enforced under California Law
and EU Law
•

•

Under Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign
Arbitral Awards, party opposing confirmation of arbitration award
bears burden of establishing grounds barring confirmation. 9 U.S.C.A.
§§ 201 et seq. First State Ins. Co. v. Banco de Seguros Del Estado, 254
F.3d 354 (1st Cir. 2001Goal of Convention on the Recognition and
Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, and
Principal purpose underlying American adoption and
implementation of it, was to encourage recognition and enforcement
of commercial arbitration agreements in international contracts and
to unify standards by which agreements to arbitrate are observed
and arbitral awards are enforced in signatory countries. 9 U.S.C.A. §§
201 et seq. China Minmetals Materials Import and Export Co., Ltd. v.
Chi Mei Corp., 334 F.3d 274 (3d Cir. 2003); 9 AMJUR POF 3d 687.
Section 4.3

Cons
•
•
•
•

•

Too late to have government
intervention. could have
helped at the port
binding nature based upon
agreement
procedures have to be agreed
upon including enforcement
procedures
usually not option for
injunction or removal of US
Processor license under
Section 55872 of California
Food and Agricultural Code
Bronco Wine Company v. Frank
A Logoluso Farms 214 Cal App.
3d 699 (1989)
arbitrator may be more
expensive than judge

Mediation with agreement
Pros
• can happen immediately (can be old
fashioned meeting)
• can be done with just parties and
mediators
• can be done with one mediator who is an
expert or in tandem with an expert
• can be done with one mediator and each
side’s expert
• Can be done reasonably cheaply.

Cons
•

•

•

It’s a compromise thing
which should be
memorialized in a written
agreement which may
become its own source of
litigation and we have to do
it all over again.
Requires self evaluations of
issues, with the mediator’s
help, those who live off
principal event when told
they are wrong are not
good mediation candidates.
Requires a mediator who
can bully both sides and get
them to compromise on a
price/payment schedule.

why would buyer be willing to
compromise and raise price
he knows these are
good grapes and
worth a lot

he knows it’s too
late to find other
grapes to make his
great wine

He might be able
to pay over time
instead of up front.

The mog/logistical
delays have not
been that severe.

why would grower be willing to
compromise and lower price
Producer lien may be
difficult to enforce outside
the US and may not apply
at all since the wine has
been sold to China.

grapes are really bad - he
knows this and doesn’t
need an expert to tell him

would rather have
something than nothing

the buyer doesn’t have the
money to pay a higher
price

there are no other buyers
and the grapes will not be
sold (sort of blackmail)

payment up front as
opposed to having a
producers lien
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